Mohs Surgical Reconstruction Educational Activity: a resident education tool
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Background: Surgical reconstructive planning following Mohs surgery can be a difficult subject for dermatology residents to master. Prior research demonstrates that active learning is preferred and more effective compared to passive learning models and that dermatology residents desire greater complexity and volume in surgical training. We present a novel, active, problem-based learning tool for the education of Mohs reconstruction with the goal of improving residents’ ability to plan surgical reconstructions.

Materials and methods: The Mohs Surgical Reconstruction Educational Activity is an active, problem-based learning activity in which residents designed repairs for planned Mohs defects prior to surgery on an iPad application or on a printed photograph. The attending Mohs surgeon reviewed the reconstructive designs, provided feedback, guided discussion, and facilitated insight into additional issues requiring further review. Residents performed or observed the Mohs and reconstructive surgical procedures for respective repairs. Surveys were administered to participants before and after participating in the Mohs Surgical Reconstruction Educational Activity to assess the educational value of the activity. Survey responses were recorded on a 5-point Likert scale.

Results: Mean participant-reported confidence in flap and graft knowledge, flap and graft planning, and flap and graft performance increased 1.50–2.50 Likert scale points upon completion of the Mohs surgery rotation by residents participating in the educational activity. The observed trend was larger in the dermatology resident subset, with increases of 2.00–3.50 Likert scale points reported for these questions. Mean participant-reported likelihoods of performing flaps and grafts in the future increased 0.25–0.50 Likert scale points among all residents participating in the educational activity and 0.50–1.00 Likert scale points in the dermatology resident subset. All residents participating in the educational activity somewhat or completely agreed with the statement, “I am faster at planning reconstructions after my Mohs rotation.” In addition, 88% of participants “somewhat or completely agreed” that the exercise was a good educational experience.

Conclusion: The Mohs Surgical Reconstruction Educational Activity is a valuable novel tool for learning reconstructive planning that is easy to incorporate into existing dermatology residency curricula, inexpensive, and utilizes active learning.
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Introduction

Mastery of planning and implementing surgical reconstructions following Mohs microscopic surgery can be a daunting task for residents and fellows. Many guiding principles but few strict absolutes and often several reasonable solutions for the same defect exist. One must take into account individual patient factors such as medical comorbidities...
and willingness to undergo multiple procedures to achieve a superior cosmetic result in reconstructive planning. Additional factors warranting consideration include local tissue mobility, respecting cosmetic subunits, preserving free margins, restoration of functionality, and camouflaging scars. Residents and fellows must learn to assimilate and apply the principles of reconstruction in addition to mastering a precise knowledge of local anatomy, soft tissue handling, and suturing techniques.

Active learning is preferred and more effective compared to passive learning models, yet a minority of dermatology residents engage in active learning processes in their surgical training.1−8 We present an active problem-based learning tool for the education of Mohs reconstruction that we have implemented as part of our institution’s Mohs micrographic surgery rotation with the goal of improving residents’ ability to plan surgical reconstructions.

Materials and methods
The Mohs Surgical Reconstruction Educational Activity, an active problem-based learning activity, was implemented as part of our institution’s Mohs micrographic surgery rotation for the 2015–2016 academic year. The activity protocol is as follows: 1) Residents chose two patients scheduled for Mohs surgery per week. Tumor locations for the two weekly patients must have belonged to different cosmetic subunits. 2) Residents obtained preoperative photographs from the shared department drive by either uploading them to the YouDoodle iPad application or printing a paper copy. 3) Residents drew repairs directly on preoperative photographs either electronically using the YouDoodle iPad application (Figure 1) as described by DuPont et al9 or on the printed photograph. The planned first-stage excision was drawn and the size recorded. Two surgical repairs were designed for each of the weekly patients. The two repairs were next ranked in order of preference. 4) On the day of surgery, the attending Mohs surgeon reviewed the reconstructive designs, provided expert feedback, and guided discussion, including possible alternate reconstructions and individual patient considerations. Learning objectives were also emphasized. 5) Residents assisted with the Mohs and reconstructive surgical procedures for the two respective patients (Figure 2).

Voluntary surveys were distributed to dermatology (n=4) and plastic surgery residents (n=4) before and after the Mohs micrographic surgery rotation. Prerotation questions evaluated experience in flap and graft performance surveys. Survey questions further evaluated resident confidence in planning and performing flaps and grafts before and after the Mohs surgery rotation, as well as flap and graft repair knowledge before and after the rotation. Questions also evaluated the likelihood of using these reconstructive modalities in the future, the degree to which learning objectives were met during the Mohs rotation, and the speed in planning reconstructions following the rotation. Answers were recorded on a 5-point Likert scale. Mean differences were calculated between pre- and postrotation surveys.

The study was exempt from review by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Texas Medical Branch in accordance with the US Department of Health and Human Services Office for Human Research Protections Code of Federal Regulations, title 45 part 46.101b and fits into categories 1 (education research) and 2 (survey study) of the federally designated exempt review categories. Consent was obtained for patient photographs used in the educational activity, which represents no change from previous practice.

Results
Mean participant-reported confidence in flap and graft knowledge, flap and graft planning, and flap and graft performance increased 1.50–2.50 Likert scale points upon completion of the Mohs surgery rotation by residents participating in the educational activity. The observed trend was larger in the dermatology resident subset, with increases of 2.00–3.50 Likert scale points reported for these questions. Mean participant-reported likelihoods of performing flaps and grafts in the future increased 0.25–0.50 Likert scale points among all residents participating in the educational activity and 0.50–1.00 Likert scale points in the dermatology resident subset (Table 1). All residents participating in the educational activity somewhat or completely agreed with the statement, “I am faster at planning reconstructions after my Mohs rotation” (mean Likert score of 4.75 out of 5.00). All residents somewhat or completely agreed that the following learning
objectives were met by the educational activity: identify and know the four main types of flaps, understand how each of the four main types of flaps move, understand how/when flaps may be used in dermatologic surgery, identify and know the main types of grafts, and understand how/when grafts may be used in dermatologic surgery (mean Likert scores 4.50–5.00). Additionally, 88% of participants “somewhat or completely agreed” that the exercise was a good educational experience. The only resident who did not find the study useful also spent the least amount of time per patient preparing for the educational activity (<15 minutes per patient). Survey comments were generally positive and included the following: “This was a fantastic experience, and I learned a great deal from [the faculty facilitator]. I feel more confident in designing flaps and grafts.” “Teaching style was great and allowed us to actively participate in planning for surgery.” Only one resident used the YouDoodle iPad application for designing repairs. The others designed repairs on a printed photograph.

### Discussion

Classic training in surgical reconstruction following Mohs surgery relies primarily on passive learning processes,
most frequently in the form of independent study, didactic lectures, and observance of the procedure alongside the surgeon. However, it has been shown by Stratman et al that dermatology residents prefer active learning, most frequently in the form of hands-on direct learning, addressing patient problems, and teaching others. Problem-based learning, one form of active learning, has been shown to improve recall of knowledge used to solve problems and ability to solve future similar problems. In this model, the teacher presents a dermatology case, guides discussion, and facilitates insight into additional issues requiring further review. Goodwin and Wagner described a surgical workshop as another model of active learning, in which surgical repairs were planned on photographs of Mohs defects and actual and possible repairs were discussed. The workshop was shown to significantly improve resident confidence in performing flaps. An active learning model in the form of direct hands-on peer-assisted learning of procedural dermatology in a workshop setting has also been described by Duran-Nelson et al. Learner self-reported knowledge increased from 3 to 9.5 on a scale of 1–10 at the workshop’s conclusion. In all, 96% of participants rated the experience as being of educational value.

While active learning processes have been shown to be preferred and more effective than passive learning models, a surprisingly low proportion of residents engage in active learning processes when learning surgical dermatology. A survey to 240 dermatology program directors, surgical training directors, and senior residents reveals that only 17.5% of residents take stages for Mohs surgery in the majority of cases and 49.2% act as the primary surgeon for reconstruction. A separate survey conducted by Todd et al reveals that only 51% of the 112 participating residency programs give residents the opportunity to act as the primary surgeon during Mohs cases, with 22% of programs reporting that residents operate as the primary Mohs surgeon in fewer than 10 cases during their residency.

Prior research demonstrates that surgical training during residency is important to dermatology residents, especially complex surgical skills. In one study by Reichel et al, chief residents rated complex surgical procedures, such as full-thickness skin grafts, local flaps, and facial nerve blocks, as essential skills to learn more often than their faculty counterparts. In addition to learning complex dermatologic surgical procedures, residents desire a greater quantity of training in surgical dermatology. A survey study of 180 recent dermatology residency graduates demonstrates a preference for greater time allocation to surgical and cosmetic training in residency curriculums than is currently practiced. Resident preferences for higher volume and complexity of dermatologic surgery coincide with a rapid change in the clinical practice of dermatology during the past two decades toward an expansion in the variety and complexity of surgical procedures offered. The Mohs Surgical Reconstruction Educational Activity provides an active problem-based learning approach to resident education of surgical reconstructive planning following Mohs micrographic surgery. Although our study of eight participants was underpowered to conduct statistical analyses, residents generally expressed that the activity was a valuable learning experience in the survey comments section. Furthermore, residents participating in the educational activity rated their postrotation confidence in planning flaps and grafts, performing flaps and grafts, and knowledge of flaps and grafts higher than prerotation responses. All residents participating in the educational activity somewhat or completely agreed that speed of planning reconstructions improved after participating in the activity. Our findings are consistent with prior research that active, problem-based learning methods are effective in the surgical education of dermatology residents.

Limitations of our study include small number of participants (n=8). Furthermore, a marked preference for designing repairs on the printed photograph over the YouDoodle iPad application was observed. We hypothesize that the cumbersome process of uploading preoperative photographs from the department drive to the iPad application posed a barrier to use of this option. In the future, streamlining the process of uploading preoperative photographs may encourage increased use of the YouDoodle application option.

Conclusion
Surgical reconstructive planning following Mohs surgery can be a difficult subject for dermatology residents to master. Incorporation of active teaching tools may be a beneficial addition to surgical curricula. The Mohs Surgical Reconstruction Educational Activity is a valuable novel teaching tool for learning reconstructive planning that is easy to incorporate into existing dermatologic surgical curricula, inexpensive, and utilizes active learning.
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